
June   2020  
 
Dear   Parents   of   Incoming   7th   grade   students,  
 
      With   summer   quickly   approaching   it   is   time   to   talk   about   summer  
reading   once   again.   While   the   summer   is   most   definitely   a   time   of   rest   and  
relaxation   it   is   also   important   to   continue   to   work   on   our   reading   and   writing  
skills.   The   following   is   the   required   summer   work   for   rising   7th   graders   for  
ELA.   The   students   are   required   to   read   one   of   the   two   titles   listed   and  
complete   an   extended   response   about   the   novel   (please   complete   the  
planning   page   and   follow   the   prompts).   They   will   also   choose   1   project   to  
complete   from   the   choices   listed.  
 
*Incoming   7th   graders:   Choose    one    of   the   following   titles   to   read:  
  
  The   Maze   Runne r   by   Jamses   Dashner   
    Freak   the   Mighty    by   Rodman   Philbrick  
Crash    by   Jerry   Spinelli  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



**REMEMBER   when   answering   a   question   answer   in   complete  
sentences,   in   detail.(RAFT)   
**Do   not   forget   to   back   up   your   answers   with   text   evidence   from   the  
novel  

7th    Grade   Summer   Reading   Worksheet   

Student:__________________________________   _____________   

Title:  
________________________________________   

Author:  
_____________________________   

Genre:  
_____________________   

Why   did   you   choose   this   book?  
____________________________________________________________________________  

____________________________________________________________________________  

____________________________________________________________________________  

Basic   Story   Elements  
Overview   

1.Setting(where&when) 
:   

2.Conflict   (the   main   problem   or   struggle   the  
characters   face)  

3.   Resolution   (How   was   the   conflict   resolved?):   



4.   Theme:   (What   life   lesson   did   the   author   intend   for   the   readers   to   learn?   What   events  
support   this?)   

5.   In   the   end,   did   the   book   live   up   to   your   expectations?   Explain   why   or  
why   not.   

Grade   7:   

6 .    Character   and   Characterization:    In   preparation   for   your   Summer   Reading   Assignment,   fill   out  
the   chart   below.  

   Directions:    A   character   trait   is   a   word   that   is   used   to   describe   how   a   character   typically  
behaves.   Choose   one   character   with    positive    character   traits   from   your   novel   and   fill   out   the  
chart   below.   The   character   traits   should   be   higher   level.   Try   to   avoid   words   like    kind,   caring,    and  
nice .   Using   a   thesaurus   will   be   helpful   when   you   are   looking   for   higher   level   words.    Be   careful  
not   to   use   emotions,   as   they   are   not   character   traits.   

 



Character   Name :  
_______________________________   

Write   3   Character   traits   and   give   text   evidence   to  
support   this   trait.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Project   Choices  
All   instructions   are   included   in   this   packet.   Also   included   is   a   copy   of   the   rubric   for   each  
project.   
All   work   is   to   be   original!   It   is   against   the   law   to   put   photocopies   of   any   part   of   the   book  
on   display   (even   if   you   print   it   from   the   internet).  

 
Accordion   Book :   The   student   will   need   paper,   cardboard,   fabric   or   wallpaper,   and   a   ribbon.   The  

title   of   the   book,   author,   and   illustrator   (if   there   is   one)   goes   on   the   front   cover.   The   student’s  

name   goes   on   the   back   cover.   The   student   will   write   in   ink   or   maker   (no   pencil)   or   type   the  

information.   The   six   panels   will   depict   six   scenes   from   the   story   in   order.   There   should   be   a  

short   explanation   of   each   scene   to   go   with   each   illustration.   Each   illustration   should   be   in   color  

and   neat.   The   student   must   write   in   complete   sentences   and   use   correct   grammar,   punctuation,  

and   spelling.  

 

Cereal   Box :   The   student   will   need   to   cover   an   empty   cereal   box   with   white   paper.   On   the   top  

panel   the   following   information   is   required:   book   title,   author   and   illustrator   (if   there   is   one).   On  

the   bottom   panel,   the   student   should   write   his   or   her   name.   On   the   front   of   the   box,   draw   a  

scene   from   the   book   that   describes   the   story.   On   the   side   panel,   write   a   paragraph   describing  

the   scene   on   the   front.   On   the   other   side   panel,   write   a   paragraph   describing   the   main  

character(s).   On   the   back   of   the   box,   draw   all   the   main   character(s).   Make   sure   all   the  

illustrations   are   in   color;   use   colored   pencils,   crayons,   or   markers.   The   cereal   box   needs   to   be  

attractive   and   have   good   use   of   space   (no   dead   white   space   unless   it   is   needed).   Do   not   use  

pencil   for   the   writing,   type   it   or   write   in   marker   or   ink.   The   student   must   use   correct   spelling,  

grammar,   and   punctuation  

 

Poster :   The   student   will   need   a   poster   board   and   then   divide   it   into   four   equal   squares.   In   the  

first   square   (top   left)   write   the   title,   author,   and   illustrator   (if   there   is   one)   of   the   book.   Also,  

include   an   illustration.   In   the   next   three   squares,   illustrate   and   write   about   the   beginning,   middle,  

and   end   of   the   story.   All   the   illustrations   are   to   be   in   color   and   all   writing   must   be   typed,   in   ink,   or  

in   marker.   Do   not   use   the   author’s   words;   use   your   own   words   to   describe   the   book.   The  

student’s   name   is   on   the   back   of   the   poster  

 



Paper   Doll :   The   front   of   the   doll   is   to   be   dressed   as   close   as   possible   to   the   main   character   in  

the   book.   Be   creative   and   be   colorful.   The   following   information   should   be   on   the   back   of   the  

doll:   title,   author,   and   illustrator   of   the   book,   a   description   of   the   main   character   and   a   short  

summary   of   the   story.   Do   not   use   pencil,   use   pen,   marker,   or   type   this   information.   Make   sure   all  

the   written   information   is   in   complete   sentences   with   proper   grammar,   spelling,   and   punctuation.   

 

Mobile :   The   student   will   create   a   mobile   to   hang   in   the   classroom.   The   following   information  

needs   to   be   on   the   mobile:   title,   author,   illustrator,   your   name,   the   main   character(s),   and   the  

beginning,   middle,   and   end   of   the   story.   Also,   you   need   to   share   your   opinion   of   the   book   and  

recommend   who   should   read   this   book.   One   side   of   the   paper   hanging   from   the   mobile   needs   to  

be   written   information,   and   the   other   side   is   to   a   colorful   illustration.   Write   in   pen,   marker,   or   type  

the   information.   Do   the   illustrations   neatly   and   in   color.   

 

Video/DVD :   The   student   will   create   a   video/DVD   regarding   the   book   that   he/she   read.   This   is   an  

oral   book   report   on   tape.   Be   sure   to   introduce   yourself   at   the   beginning   of   your   presentation.  

The   following   information   needs   to   be   shared:   title,   author,   illustrator,   genre,   main   characters,  

and   the   beginning,   middle,   and   end   of   the   story.   Also,   the   student   will   need   to   share   his/her  

opinion   about   the   book,   who   should   read   this   book,   etc.   Remember,   this   is   a   commercial   for   this  

book,   make   us   want   to   read   it.   This   video/DVD   should   be   no   longer   than   five   minutes.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cereal   Box   Rubric  

 

 



Poster   Rubric  

 
 



Poster   Book   Report   Directions:   After   reading   the   approved   book,   you   will   make   a   poster  

to   show   the   following   information.   The   poster   will   be   divided   into   four   parts.   Follow   these  

directions.   

1.   The   lettering   must   be   in   straight   lines.   Use   a   ruler   and   a   pencil   to   make   guide   lines  

and   then   erase   them   when   you   are   finished.   

2.   All   illustrations   should   be   in   color;   use   crayons,   markers,   or   colored   pencils.   All  

lettering   must   be   in   pen,   marker,   or   typed.   

3.   Your   name   is   to   be   on   the   back   of   the   poster.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Directions   for   the   Mobile   Book   Report:   
1.   Use   a   coat   hanger   for   the   top   of   your   mobile.   

 

2.   Use   string   or   fishing   line   to   attach   the   panels   of   your   mobile.   

 

3.   Each   panel   of   your   mobile   will   have   writing   on   one   side   and   an   illustration   on   the   other   side.  

Be   sure   all   the   writing   is   facing   you   as   you   hang   each   panel   in   your   mobile.   

 

4.   Panel   one   is   the   top.   One   side   has   your   name,   the   title,   the   author,   and   the   illustrator,   as   well  

as   your   opinion   of   the   book.   The   other   side   is   an   illustration   about   your   book.   

 

5.   Panels   two   and   three   are   the   setting   of   your   story.   Place   the   time/year   on   panel   two   and   the  

place   on   panel   three.   Be   sure   to   illustrate   the   back   of   both   panels.   

 

6.   Panels   four,   five   and   six   are   your   main   characters.   Put   their   names   on   one   side   and   draw  

them   on   the   other   side.   You   may   add   more   characters   if   you   need   to,   just   be   sure   they   are  

indeed   main   characters.   

 

7.   Panels   seven,   eight,   and   nine   are   plot   points.   For   each   character,   you   need   a   panel   that  

contains   something   from   the   story   that   happened   to   them   in   the   beginning,   middle   or   end   of   the  

story.   

 

8.   Each   panel   must   have   a   colorful   drawing   on   one   side,   and   the   words   on   the   other   side   are   in  

pen,   marker,   or   typed.   Be   sure   to   use   correct   spelling,   grammar,   and   punctuation.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 




